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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

 

Cervical Epidural Electrical Stimulation of Spinal Sensorimotor Respiratory Circuits  

 

by  

 

Erika Lane Galer 

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Cellular Integrative Physiology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2021 

Professor Daniel Lu, Chair 

 

 

Brainstem and spinal cord neurons generate patterned activity necessary for the execution of respiration. 

The spinal circuit integrates sensory, propriospinal, and supraspinal inputs with endogenous rhythmic 

neuronal activity to coordinate excitation of phrenic motor neurons and other muscles with respiratory-

related activity. In Chapter 2, we tested the hypothesis that dorsal cervical epidural electrical stimulation 

(CEES) would increase respiratory activity in anesthetized rats. Respiratory frequency and minute volume 

were significantly increased when CEES was applied to the cervical spinal cord between C2 and C6. We 

injected pseudorabies virus into the diaphragm to label respiratory-related neurons in the spine and 

brainstem and elicited c-Fos activity during CEES. We identified neurons in the dorsal horn of the cervical 

spine in which c-Fos and pseudorabies were colocalized, and these neurons also expressed somatostatin 

(SST). Using dual viral transfection to express the inhibitory Designer Receptor Exclusively Activated by 

Designer Drugs (DREADD), hM4D(Gi), selectively in SST-positive cells, we were able to inhibit SST-

expressing neurons by administration of Clozapine N-oxide (CNO). The respiratory excitation elicited by 

CEES was diminished in the presence of CNO. We conclude that dorsal cervical epidural stimulation 

activated SST-expressing neurons in the cervical spinal cord, likely interneurons that communicated with 
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more rostral elements of the respiratory pattern generating network to effect the changes in tidal volume 

and frequency that were observed.  

Respiratory complications are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality following cervical spinal cord 

injury. Mechanical ventilation is the main intervention that itself carries negative side-effects. Novel 

forms of neuromodulation have been explored to enhance respiratory activity in the injured spinal cord; 

yet, are often difficult to clinically execute. In Chapter 3, we explored dorsal CEES to increase diaphragm 

activity in anesthetized rats that underwent a C2 hemisection causing respiratory deficits. CEES increased 

the probability of rhythmic bursting in the once paralyzed (ipsilateral) diaphragm. The activity observed 

was significantly increased compared to sham trials. We found increases in rhythmic diaphragm activity 

waned after stimulation ceased. These results demonstrate that dorsal CEES can enhance respiratory 

activity after high cervical spinal cord injury. Further exploration could lead to a novel therapy for 

respiratory deficits after spinal cord injury. 
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Chapter 1   

Preface 
Respiration is a vital behavior resulting in the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide to sustain 

metabolic processes in all organisms. It is an automatic process, continuing through all states of sleep and 

wakefulness. However, respiration is also a volitional behavior that contributes to somatic processes, such 

as airway clearance, vocal and non-vocal behaviors, physical activity, and emotional expression. Given 

the importance of these functions to sustaining life, research describing the neural circuits that maintain 

and modulate respiration must continue until our understanding is complete. Doing so will then speed 

progress in the research exploring novel therapies that improve respiratory function after disease and 

injury.  

A variety of respiratory systems and patterns exist across species that change according to conditions in 

the environment, physiological states, and muscle activation. The information reviewed in this thesis will 

focus on adult human, primate, and small mammal respiratory systems and physiology. Chapter 1 

explores the known respiratory muscles, neural circuits, and their interactions, as well as an introduction 

to advanced technologies used in research. 

Introduction 
The primary muscle of spontaneous, automatic breathing is the diaphragm. The diaphragm is innervated 

by the phrenic nerve, which projects from the ventral spinal cord at cervical levels 3-5 (C3-5)1 [1-3]. 

During inspiration, the diaphragm contracts away from the lungs to increase the pleural cavity’s volume, 

thereby lowering the pressure on the lungs. The drop in pressure allows air to fill the lungs [4]. The 

expiration that follows is passive during “eupnea”, or calm, unlabored, breathing: the volume of the 

 
1 Variations of the cervical levels in which the phrenic motor neurons reside and its projections via the phrenic nerve 

exit the spinal cord exist among species. 
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pleural cavity decreases as the diaphragm relaxes, increasing pressure on the lungs. This pressure and the 

elastic recoil of the lungs expels air.  

Active respiration, during activity or air way clearance, utilizes a broader set of muscles. In this condition, 

the scalene, sternomastoid, external intercostal, and pectoralis muscles expand the chest out to further 

increase pleural cavity volume. The internal intercostals and abdominal muscles work as pressure 

generators during active expiration to decrease the pleural cavity size, thereby pushing larger amounts of 

air from the lungs and acting on a quicker time scale. Precise coordination between the muscle groups of 

inspiration and expiration are important to maintain mechanics resulting in successful respiratory cycling. 

If the coordination is lost or if there is a loss of muscle activity, paradoxical movements of the chest and 

abdomen will occur causing respiratory deficiencies.  

The behavior of eupneic respiration is divided into 3 phases: inspiratory (I), post-inspiratory (post-I), and 

expiratory (E) [5-7]. This behavior is generated by nuclei within the brainstem, which provide excitatory 

drive to establish respiratory rhythm and pattern generation [8-10]. In addition, inhibitory activity within 

and between the nuclei play an important role to maintain respiratory rhythm and pattern. The excitatory 

and inhibitory activity is supplied by sets of neurons firing prior to inspiration (pre-I), during inspiration 

(I), after inspiration (post-I), and during expiration (E). These neurons comprise circuits communicating 

among and between themselves to establish respiratory behavior. The respiratory nuclei and circuits have 

been studied in order to understand the neuronal underpinnings of respiratory activity. These experiments 

included neonatal brainstem slice preparations, perfused brainstem and spinal cord preparations, en bloc 

preparations, and in vivo experiments.  

Respiratory Neuroanatomy and Physiology 
The brainstem is a structure located at the base of the brain proper. It contains nuclei pertinent to many 

autonomic processes and fibers traveling from the brain to the spinal cord. In the portion of the brainstem 

known as the pons (Latin for “bridge”), the Kölliker-Fuse nucleus (KF) and the Parabrachial nucleus (PB) 

coordinate phase transition and respiratory rhythm [11-14]. Phase transition refers to the timing and 
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switch between inspiratory to expiratory behavior. In the medulla, the parafacial respiratory group 

(pFRG) and the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN) intersect and contain pre-I neurons which are genetically 

defined as Phox2B [9, 15, 16]. Some of these Phox2B neurons within the pFRG and RTN are inherently 

chemosensitive and provide input that modulates respiratory activity [17-20]. During these periods of 

enhanced neural drive (e.g., hypercapnia, hypoxia, exercise) neurons in the pFRG and RTN fire during 

the late expiratory period (late-E) and send input to the caudal ventral respiratory group (cVRG), which 

contain premotor neurons to accessory muscles for active expiration [21, 22].  

Rostral to the cVRG is the Botzinger Complex (BotzC) and the Pre-Botzinger Complex (Pre-BotzC). The 

BotzC is a nucleus containing post-I and late-E neurons, which participate in the maintenance of the 

expiratory phase transition [23]. The BotzC monosynaptically inhibits phrenic motor neurons, providing a 

direct circuit to coordinate muscle activity during the expiratory phase [24]. The Pre-BotzC is a nucleus 

that contains a heterogeneous mix of pre-I and I-spanning interneurons projecting to the other known 

respiratory nuclei within the brainstem that, contribute to inspiratory rhythmogenesis [25-29]. Neurons in 

the Pre-BotzC have intrinsic bursting capabilities attributed to their expression of persistent Na+ channels 

and Ca2+-activated cationic currents [25, 26, 30-35]. Together they keep the neurons at a higher resting 

membrane potential and maintain repeated rises beyond the action potential threshold to achieve rhythmic 

bursting without external influence. These ion channels have biophysical properties to activate and 

inactivate based on the membrane potential. This characteristic enables neuronal circuits to modify their 

activity to the dynamic needs of the system. 

The rostral ventral respiratory group (rVRG) contains projections to the brainstem and the spinal cord. I-

neurons in the rVRG project to brainstem nuclei that control upper airway muscles involved in respiratory 

activity as well as to aforementioned respiratory brainstem nuclei [36]. Phrenic premotor neurons in the 

rVRG project to the phrenic nucleus in the cervical spinal cord [23]. In some mammals such as rabbits, 

the dorsal respiratory group (DRG) within the medulla contains premotor neurons that project ipsilaterally 

to the cervical spinal cord onto phrenic motor neurons innervating the diaphragm [37, 38]. 
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What other connections exist between these respiratory brainstem nuclei and the spinal cord? A theory or 

principle of neurophysiology suggests that redundancy among functional circuits commonly exists to 

mitigate deficits when a circuit is compromised. Therefore, we should consider whether redundant 

respiratory circuits exist in the spinal cord to mitigate brainstem injury or disease. There is evidence that I 

neurons exist in cervical spinal cord levels 1 and 2 (C1-C2) in cats and mice [39-41]. Upper cervical I 

neurons project to cervical, intercostal, and lumbar regions of the spinal cord with collateral projections to 

cervical regions [39, 40, 42]. These I neurons have antidromic action potentials in response to phrenic and 

intercostal peripheral nerve stimulation, suggesting direct connections between these neurons [39, 40, 42]. 

Furthermore, the upper cervical respiratory neurons receive projections from the respiratory brainstem 

nuclei discussed above [43].  

These findings suggest that upper cervical respiratory neurons receive and project excitatory drive to 

spinal respiratory motoneurons. In fact, spontaneous and pharmacologically-induced phrenic nerve 

activity has been observed in the absence of supraspinal input altogether [44-47], such as when rhythmic 

bursting, arrhythmic bursting, and tonic phrenic nerve activity were recorded after complete cervical 

transection in rats, cats, and rabbits [46-48]. In cats, spontaneous rhythmic phrenic nerve activity was 

observed several hours after a complete spinal transection at C1 but not observed after C3 transection 

[46]. These results further suggest that upper cervical respiratory neurons play a role in rhythmic 

respiratory input. Yet there is little evidence of endogenous phrenic nerve activity in the absence of 

supraspinal input having a sustainable influence on continuous rhythmic respiratory activity. 

Such is the current understanding of respiratory nuclei and interneuronal circuits. Much of this work 

relied upon experimental techniques that isolate specific nuclei, such as in vitro brainstem slice 

preparations, in vitro brainstem and spinal cord preparations, decerebrate preparations, and in vivo 

experiments. These preparations often necessitate experimental conditions atypical of most physiological 

states. Sometimes they rely upon nerve activity from respiratory accessory nerves but not activity which 

is specific to the phrenic nerve. And the observed rates of respiratory activity are often much slower than 
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what is observed in vivo. A more integrated review of respiratory rhythmogenesis suggests that the 

intrinsic bursting capabilities of all the brainstem and spinal cord respiratory nuclei contribute to rhythmic 

drive [49, 50]. In addition, the spinal cord plays an integral role in shaping the descending information in 

order to activate muscles for the physiological needs of the organism [51-53].  

Spinal Cord Neuroanatomy and Respiratory Circuits 
The spinal cord is a large bundle of neuronal fibers that is systematically structured to incorporate input 

from supraspinal structures with the continuous feedback about the state of the system from the periphery 

that allows for quick, adaptive modifications to a circuit (Figure 1). Many circuits of inhibitory and 

excitatory neurons exist within the spinal cord that coordinate muscles along the body’s axis during 

important behaviors such as running; transitions from walking to running; coordinating respiratory 

rhythm with locomotion speed; respiratory depth and frequency modulation for O2 and CO2 homeostasis; 

exhaling; and core stability [54-58].  
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Motor neurons within the ventral spinal cord project to muscles of the periphery and precipitate muscle 

contraction. Interneurons (neurons with local spinal projections) and propriospinal neurons (neurons that 

project along the rostral-caudal axis of the spinal cord) are responsible for the coordination of muscles 

and the modulation of supraspinal input [40, 50, 59, 60]. Respiratory inter- and propriospinal neurons 

have been studied in a variety of species; they are located in the dorsal, central, and ventral regions of the 

cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spinal cord [59-62]. Inter- and propriospinal neurons have either inhibitory 
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or excitatory effects on the circuit it influences. These neurons fire action potentials at different phases of 

the respiratory cycle and receive antidromic action potentials from phrenic and intercostal nerve 

stimulation [63-66]. rVRG phrenic premotor projections directly synapse on spinal interneurons [67]. 

Thus, interneurons and propriospinal neurons are an integral part of a physiologically-in-tact respiratory 

system.   

Muscle and system feedback are essential components of the spinal interneuron modulation of respiratory 

activity. Chemosensory neurons, located peripherally in the carotid bodies and centrally in the pFRG and 

RTN, actively sense H+/CO2 fluctuations to provide feedback for systemic changes to respiratory activity 

in order to maintain homeostasis [68, 69].   

Sensory afferents, which have projections from the muscle and tissue to the spinal cord, are integral to 

modulating supraspinal input as well as coordinating and executing rapid neuronal activity such as 

reflexes [70]. Sensory afferents are categorized on a number system and differ in size, architecture, 

receptor expression, and myelination (a factor that determines conduction velocity). These differences, as 

well as the location and architecture of their dendrites determine the type of sensory information they 

encode. Muscle spindles and golgi tendon organs (Type I) respond to muscle stretch and tension; they are 

large and thickly-myelinated to make their conduction velocities low. Mechanoreceptors (Type II) 

respond to and encode information on the pressure and position of muscles. Thinly-myelinated (Type III) 

and non-myelinated (Type IV) sensory afferents are small with a lower activation threshold and respond 

to temperature, pain, touch, and pressure.  

Diaphragm sensory afferents provide dynamic feedback to spinal interneurons that polysynaptically 

modulate phrenic motor neuron activity [71, 72]. The diaphragm expresses fewer Type I and II sensory 

afferents compared to other muscles [72]. A majority of the sensory neurons that project from the 

diaphragm are Type III and IV afferents which increase respiratory activity [72]. It is likely that this 

increase is achieved through activity in a polysynaptic circuit because there exists no evidence of 
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monosynaptic activation of phrenic motor neurons from phrenic afferents [71, 73, 74]. Furthermore, 

afferents project to interneurons within the spinal cord that synapse on neurons relaying signals to the 

thalamus, primary sensory cortex, and brainstem [72, 75, 76]. These areas are known to modulate 

respiratory activity [72, 75, 76]. 

Research Techniques 
Advances in research techniques have been integral to the understanding of isolated neural circuits and 

their effects on physiological systems and behavior. One technique uses viral hosts to access neuronal 

DNA, whereafter exogenous proteins are expressed in neurons which can then be used to activate or 

inhibit the neuronal output. Often these experiments use the bacterial Cre recombinase (a protein that 

serves to initiate DNA recombination events) and LoxP sites (DNA sequences to which Cre binds in 

order to recombine DNA sequences) (Figure 2) [77, 78]. Changes to LoxP sequences allow for excision, 

insertion, or restructuring of DNA sequences.  

In order to modulate specific neuronal types, genetically modified animals have been created that express 

Cre downstream of specific promoters (sequences in the DNA that define the start of transcription of a 

gene to be expressed in a cell) and are commonplace in research laboratories. These animals can be used 

to express exogenous proteins in specific neuronal subsets when a viral vector is inserted that contains 

both the DNA material of the protein to be expressed and the LoxP sites. Opsins (light-gated ion 

channels) and Designer Receptor Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs), are common 

exogenous proteins expressed in subsets of neurons (Figure 2). Within each of these types of proteins, 

differences exist that result in either activation or inhibition of the neuron in which it is expressed. For 

example, Channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2), an opsin found in microbial eukaryotes, serves as a cation channel 

to depolarize the membrane potential in response to light [79]. Thus, when it is expressed in glutamatergic 

neurons in the cervical spinal cord, it is possible to trigger phrenic nerve activity after a complete C1 

transection by exposing the spinal cord to light [79, 80]. Similarly, glutamatergic interneurons in the 

spinal cord can be activated with expression of hM3Dq, a DREADD that activates a cascade of protein 
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interactions resulting in Ca2+ increase and neuronal activation [81, 82]. The glutamatergic interneuron 

activation initiates phrenic motor neuron activity in the absence of supraspinal input [65, 81]. In the adult 

nervous system, glutamatergic neurons have an excitatory action on post-synaptic neurons. Thus, 

excitatory interneuron activity can sustain rhythmic phrenic nerve activity in the absence of the dominant 

bulbospinal circuit. The use of genetically modified animals with exogenous protein expression has 

provided researchers with improved ways of isolating neuronal circuits, resulting in evidence of an 

excitatory interneuron population that can provide rhythmic excitatory drive to phrenic motor neurons.  
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Pharmacological agents are also extensively used to investigate neuronal circuits. The above experiments 

were conditional upon the presence of GABA/Glycine antagonist which inhibit GABA/Glycine activity. 

GABA/Glycine have an inhibitory affect in the adult central nervous system. GABA-mediated inhibition 

of phrenic nerve activity occurs during the expiratory phase and can be utilized to modify inspiratory 

activity [83, 84]. Inhibition of cervical spinal cord inhibitory activity leads to phrenic motor neuron 

activity in the absence of rVRG projections to phrenic motor neurons [85]. Together these experiments 

show excitatory and inhibitory interneuronal circuits within the spinal cord play a prominent role in 

shaping respiratory behavior. The use of pharmacological agents with known effects help scientists 

explore these circuit dynamics and can lead to the development of approved pharmaceuticals for use in 

human conditions. 

So far, respiration, respiratory muscles, and the neural structures which contribute to respiration have 

been reviewed. Additionally, the contribution of technical and biomedical advances in research to 

understanding spinal circuitry controlling and modifying rhythmic muscle activity has been discussed. 

The following chapters present experiments undertaken to expand our understanding of the cervical spinal 

respiratory circuit and explores a novel therapeutic approach for respiratory-compromising conditions.  
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Chapter 2 

Introduction 
Since respiration and its related behaviors are essential components to life, research advancing our 

understanding and methods of modulation are important for improved health outcomes. Currently, 

positive pressure mechanical ventilation is the main therapy used in cases of respiratory dysfunction. Yet, 

use of positive pressure mechanical ventilation has negative side-effects such as diaphragm atrophy, lung 

damage, and higher incidence of pneumonia.   

The brainstem nuclei, discussed in Chapter 1, maintain respiratory activity. Yet, these centers are difficult 

to access surgically and complications would be devastating. Circuits within the spinal cord contribute to 

respiratory behavior and current technologies exist that activate spinal sensorimotor circuits. Epidural 

electrical stimulation (EES) of the spinal cord is currently an FDA-approved therapy for chronic pain [86-

88]. It has also been used to enhance descending circuits from the brain [89, 90]. And in research to probe 

spinal circuits involved in the rhythmic activation of muscles for locomotion in the lumbar spinal cord 

[91].  

EES applied to the dorsal cervical spinal cord increases ventilation in anesthetized mice [92]. To expand 

this observation to another research species, the following set of experiments investigated cervical EES 

(CEES) modulation of respiratory activity and neuronal activation in anesthetized rats. After establishing 

ventilation increases during CEES in rats, we explored neuronal activation in respiratory transsynaptic 

labeled spinal interneurons, using the early expression protein c-Fos and pseudorabies virus (PRV-152). 

A subset of neurons expressed c-Fos and PRV in the dorsal horn. Since somatostatin expression is a 

known descriptor of brainstem neurons important to the maintenance of rhythmic respiration, we explored 

SST expression co-localized with the activated interneurons (labeled with c-Fos and PRV). [29]. SST was 

observed co-localized with c-Fos and PRV. We next investigated cervical SST neuronal activation 

involvement in CEES-induced respiratory activity using chemogenetic techniques. Using hM4Dgi (a 
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DREADD) to inhibit SST-expressing neuronal activity, we show CEES-induced ventilatory increases 

involve cervical SST interneuron activation. 

Materials and Methods 
 

Mixed-gender Sprague-Dawley rats (250-350 g, n = 49) were purchased from Envigo and allowed to 

acclimate in the UCLA vivarium for one week. Animals were kept in 12-12 light-dark cycle with ad libitum 

access to standard food and water. All procedures were approved by the University of California Animal 

Research Committee (protocol # 2014-122) and were conducted in accordance with the Guide for the Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health.  

Pseudorabies virus polysynaptic retrograde tracing and epidural electrical stimulation at C2/3 

induced c-Fos activation 

The Bartha strain of pseudorabies virus (PRV-152), supplied by the Center for Neuroanatomy with 

Neurotropic Viruses, NIH Virus Center P40 OD010996), was injected into the diaphragm of animals to 

label spinal respiratory neurons. Animals (n = 12) were anesthetized with isoflurane and a horizontal 

abdominal incision was performed to expose the diaphragm. Four 10 uL injections of 9 x 108  pfu/mL of 

PRV-152 were made bilaterally into the diaphragm using a Hamilton syringe and 30 g needle [67]. The 

abdominal tissue was closed with 5-0 Vicryl, and the skin incision was closed with staples. Animals were 

housed in a biohazard vivarium for 60 hours, after which they were transported to the lab and prepped for 

EES experiments.  

Epidural electrical stimulation at C2/3 in PRV-152-expressing rats and c-Fos activation 

The CEES studies were conducted 64-66 hours after PRV injections in each animal. This interval between 

PRV injection and EES allowed sufficient time for polysynaptic labeling of premotor neurons and putative 

spinal respiratory interneurons [67, 93]. During each CEES experiment, the rat was kept on a water-

circulating heating pad to prevent hypothermia during the experiment. Animals were anesthetized with 

urethane (1200 mg/kg) and alpha-chloralose (30 mg/kg). A vertical incision was made ventrally on the 

neck; the sternohyoid muscles were separated to expose the trachea; a small incision was made between the 
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cartilage rings of the trachea; a short segment of PE 200 tubing was inserted to tracheostomize each animal; 

and the tracheostomy tube was connected to a pneumotach (Validyne, Northridge, CA) to record respiratory 

airflow. Two wires (St. Steel 7 Strand, AM-Systems, Sequim, WA), with the insulation stripped at the end 

(2 mm), were inserted bilaterally through abdominal incisions into the lateral costal portion of the 

diaphragm muscle to record electromyographic (EMG) activity. Each animal was flipped prone and a 

laminectomy was performed to expose C2-C7 spinal cord levels.  Dorsal CEES was performed using a 

stimulating electrode (Tungsten Parylene 0.01, AM-Systems) placed ~2 mm lateral to the midline on the 

dorsal surface of the cervical spine, and the ground electrode was placed on the dorsal surface of the spine 

~2-3 mm away from the stimulating electrode. The ends of the electrodes were stripped, leaving ~2 mm of 

the electrode tip uninsulated. CEES was delivered as a continuous 30 Hz monophasic (500 μs pulse width) 

train of impulses for 30 s (Master 9 A.M.P.I., Jerusalem, ISR). EMG signals were amplified x 1000, 

bandpass filter at 300-1000 Hz, and a 60 Hz Notch filter applied. Diaphragmatic EMG activity was sampled 

throughout each study at a rate of 2 kHz. 

Animals were randomized to receive six trials of 30 second active CEES (n = 9) and sham stimulation or 

sham (n = 3) stimulation only at the intersection of cervical levels 2 and 3 (C2/3). Sham stimulation trials 

in the CEES group were performed to control for any effects that the electrode pressure on the dura may 

have had on respiration behavior in the absence of current. Experiments in which animals received only 

sham stimulation were performed to control for c-Fos expression in the unstimulated condition. To execute 

the sham trials, the stimulation and ground electrodes were placed on the dura with similar pressure as 

stimulation trials, but no stimulation was delivered. During sham stimulation (Sham) and active stimulation 

trials (Stim) data were recorded for 1 min of baseline recording, 30 sec Stim/Sham, and 8-10 minutes post-

Stim/Sham. Data presented are the 30 sec prior to Stim/Sham (Pre), 30 sec of Stim/Sham (Intra), and 30 

sec of post Stim/Sham (Post). Each animal was allowed to survive for at least one hour past the mid-way 

point of stimulation to allow c-Fos expression to develop.  

Visualization of PRV-152, c-Fos, and somatostatin 
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To identify candidate neurons for CEES-mediated respiratory effects, we studied colocalization of PRV-

152 (putative respiratory interneurons) and c-Fos (an immediate early gene likely activated by CEES) and 

colocalization of somatostatin (also a possible marker of respiratory interneurons in the cervical spine). To 

conduct these studies, animals were perfused transcardially with PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde 

(pH 7.3) at the end of each experiment. Tissue was extracted and post-fixed for 24 hours in 4% 

paraformaldehyde, placed in 30% sucrose for cryopreservation, and placed into 10% gelatin and frozen. 

Tissue was sectioned into 30 μm coronal slices using a cryostat (Leica CM 1800). Standard 

immunofluorescence techniques were performed. PRV-152 encodes a GFP tag for localization. This signal 

was amplified using an antibody against the GFP protein. Tissue was incubated in primary antibodies for 

48 hours (anti-c-Fos (1:1000), Abcam (Cambridge, MA) ab190289; anti-green fluorescent protein (GFP; 

(1:2500) Abcam, ab13970, mouse anti-somatostatin (1:50), Genetex (Irvine, CA), GTX71935). Tissue was 

subsequently incubated in secondary antibodies against the host of the primary antibody for 1 hour at room 

temperature (Cy3, Cy2, and Cy5 Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). Negative controls, in which 

tissue underwent the same protocol, but did not include a primary antibody, were used to confirm optimal 

antibody dilution and imaging settings. Image J was used to quantify cell expression and co-localization. 

Images were down sampled into 8-bit resolution to facilitate cell counting, and the Threshold and Analyze 

Particle tools were used to quantify cells expressing c-Fos, GFP, and DAPI expression. GFP and c-Fos 

images were acquired and quantified with 10 x magnification. Co-localization was quantified by merging 

the two expression images from ImageJ. Co-localization was considered positive when expression 

distributions within a cell were overlapping. The dorsal motor nucleus, which innervates organs relating to 

the gastrointestinal tract located in the abdominal cavity, was explored in each animal to verify that PRV-

152 did not leak into the abdominal space where it might have led to non-specific spinal labeling. 

C3-C6 cervical epidural electrical stimulation induced respiratory activity 

Seven animals underwent CEES at multiple cervical levels to map the respiratory responses to EES 

delivered along the cervical spinal cord (C3, C4, C5, and C6). Three animals underwent CEES at a constant 
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location (C2/3) to determine the respiratory response at different stimulation amplitudes between 0.5-3 mA. 

(data not shown). Each animal was anesthetized and prepared as described above, but did not receive PRV-

152 injections into the diaphragm prior to the CEES studies. 

Inhibitory DREADD expression in somatostatin-expressing neurons 

Two viral constructs were injected to achieve selective expression of the inhibitory DREADD, HM4D(Gi) 

in somatostatin (SST)-expressing neurons. Dual AAV intraspinal injections were performed in 27 animals 

(n = 27). Rats that received both viral constructs, SST-Cre and HM4D(Gi), were divided into a CNO - test 

group (AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO, n = 9 of 27) and a vehicle control group that received 

DMSO (AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-HM4D(Gi)+DMSO, n = 9 of 27). Additionally, nine animals were injected 

with an AAV lacking the Cre construct (AAV-SST-eGFP) and the AAV- hM4D(Gi)-mCherry to serve as 

a viral expression control without expressing the inhibitory hM4D(Gi) or mCherry. These animals received 

CNO and CEES as described below. 

Each animal was anesthetized with isoflurane and placed prone on a water-circulating heating pad to 

prevent hypothermia. Surgery was performed aseptically: the skin was shaved and prepped with 70% 

alcohol and Betadine. A vertical incision was made from the base of the skull to the top of the shoulder 

blades to gain access to the dorsal spine. The acromiotrapezius and paraspinal muscles were separated to 

expose the spinal column. A laminectomy of the cervical level 3 (C3) was performed. Four intraspinal 

microinjections of the AAV serotype 2 (AAV2) carrying Cre under control of the SST promoter and 

expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP): AAV2-SST-eGFP-T2A-iCre-WPRE (Vector 

Biolabs, Malvern PA; 3.0x1012 gc/mL) were made. An additional AAV carrying a double-floxed inhibitory 

DREADD receptor protein, hM4D(Gi), fused to the mCherry protein (mCherry) [94]: AAV-hSyn-DIO-

hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (Addgene; 2.5x1012 gc/mL) was mixed with the other AAV virus and the injections 

were performed (n = 18 of 27). To control for any effect that expression of the viral vector may have had, 

9 of the 27 animals received intraspinal injections of a control adenoviral vector that did not include the 

Cre cassette, AAV2-SST-eGFP-WPRE (Vector Biolabs, 3.0x1012 gc/mL) and the same double floxed 
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AAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (Addgene; 2.5x1012 gc/mL). Injections were targeted rostrally to 

C2/3 and caudally to C3/4. Injections were made bilaterally ~ 1 mm medial/lateral from the posterior central 

vein. All injections were performed at a rate of 2 nL/sec at a depth of 0.5-1.0 mm from the dorsal surface 

using a micropressure injector (WPI, Sarasota FL, Micro2T) [95]. A 5-minute period elapsed before the 

needle was withdrawn from the tissue to minimize leakage. Each animal received buprenorphine (0.05 

mg/kg) prior to closing the surgical incision. The muscle was closed with 5-0 Vicryl, and 5-0 Ethilon was 

used to close the skin tissue. Carprofen (5 mg/kg) was administered, as needed, for dermatitis when it 

developed around the incision site.  

Effect of epidural electrical stimulation during inhibition of somatostatin-expressing neurons 

Three weeks elapsed between the time of AAV-hM4D(Gi) plus AAV-SST-Cre-eGFP injections, and the 

study of respiratory activity during CEES with or without activation of the inhibitory DREAAD channel. 

For each CEES study, the animal was anesthetized with urethane (1200 mg/kg) and alpha-chloralose (30 

mg/kg) and prepared with diaphragm EMG electrodes, a tracheostomy, and a laminectomy, as described 

above. Animals underwent sham and active CEES at C3 to define the stimulation amplitude to use and the 

typical respiratory response of each animal prior to drug or vehicle injection. Amplitudes were selected so 

respiratory responses were optimized without overt upper extremity activity, ranging from 1.5-2.0 mA. 

After successful respiratory modulation by CEES, each animal was given 1 mg/kg CNO (in 1.5% DMSO) 

intraperitoneally to activate the hM4D(Gi) or a control injection of 1.5% DMSO to assess the effects of the 

vehicle. Animals underwent sham trials of CEES prior to and 20- and 60-minutes post-drug delivery. Active 

stimulation trials were conducted every 20 minutes for 100 minutes post-drug delivery. Animals that had 

minimal EES respiratory modulation prior to drug delivery were excluded from the data analysis (n = 3 of 

27). 

Quantification of hM4Dgi-mCherry expression  

At the end of the experiment, the animals underwent transcardial perfusion and tissue preparation for 

immunohistochemical studies as described above. Thirty μm coronal slices from the cervical spine were 
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incubated in primary antibodies for 24 hours at 4°C, anti-mCherry (1:200) GeneTex (Irvine, CA), 

GTX128508; rabbit anti-SST (1:50) Bioss (Boston, MA), 8877R). Incubation in secondary antibodies 

(1:200) was performed for 1 hour at room temperature. Images with 16-bit resolution were acquired using 

an Echo Revolve (Echo, San Diego, CA 92126). Image J was used to quantify cell expression and co-

localization as described above. DAPI and mCherry images were acquired and quantified at 20 x 

magnification.  

Data Analysis 

In the first study using PVR-152 and c-Fos activation, respiratory and EMG data were obtained with 

DataView (Dr. W. J. Heitler, University of St. Andrews). End-tidal CO2 (PETCO2) values were obtained 

using a Kent Scientific (Torrington, CT) capnograph and recorded using LabChart (ADInstruments, New 

Zealand). Data visualization, post-processing, and extraction were performed with Matlab (MathWorks). 

Tidal volumes were calculated from the integral of the inspiratory flow. Diaphragm activity during C2/3 

CEES was calculated as the average integral of diaphragm EMG activity and expressed as a percent of the 

difference from baseline activity. Statistics were performed in R Studio (Boston, MA). C2/3 EES 

respiratory frequency, minute volume, and PETCO2 were analyzed using a two-way repeated measures 

ANOVA in which treatment condition versus sham and time (serial measurements) were within-subjects 

factors. Tukey’s Honestly Significant test was performed for post-hoc analysis. To analyze c-Fos and PRV-

152 expression, we used a two-way ANOVA with Sham/Stim as a between-subject factor and cervical level 

(C1-C7) as a within-subject factor. 

In the study of mapping the responses to CEES, the respiratory frequency, minute volume, and PETCO2 

during CEES at C3 – C6 were analyzed with discrete two-way ANOVAs for each location tested (C3-C6). 

Treatment and time were within-subject factors. To explore if any one location initiated an increase in 

respiratory activity more than another, a 3-way ANOVA was explored. We found no significant interaction 

between time, location, and condition among the 4 cervical levels tested. Yet, individual 2-way ANOVA 

results suggest differences in the modulation of respiratory activity by CEES along the rostral to caudal 
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axis of the cervical spinal cord. That is, more rostral levels tended to increase frequency while at caudal 

levels, a significant frequency increase was not observed but a minute volume increase was.  

To analyze the results of DREADD activation during CEES, we analyzed respiratory activity as a percent 

change calculated as the frequency or minute volume change during the 30s of Sham/Stim (Intra) compared 

to the frequency or minute volume of the 30 s immediately prior (Pre) divided by the 30 s immediately prior 

(Pre) multiplied by 100. The percent change data were analyzed with a mixed effects model with treatment 

group (CNO or vehicle) as a between-subjects factor and time as a within-subjects factor. Multiple 

comparisons were made to compare each group to its own Sham condition and tested with Dunnett’s test 

when the mixed effects model indicated that paired tests were warranted. 

Results 
 

Dorsal epidural electrical stimulation at C2/3 increases ventilation 

To investigate respiratory responses to cervical spinal stimulation in anesthetized rats, CEES was applied 

to the dorsal epidural surface of the spinal cord at C2/3 using a continuous 30 Hz monophasic waveform 

for 30 s with amplitudes ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 mA (Figure 1). There was a significant interaction between 

condition and time for the respiratory frequency (F(2, 20) = 12.15, df = 2, p = 0.0004). CEES at C2/3 

significantly increased the respiratory rate during stimulation compared to the baseline period (p = 0.0001, 

data shown in Table 1), as shown in Figure 1B. Sham trials, in which the electrodes were placed on the 

epidural surface, but no current was delivered, had no effect on the respiratory rate compared to baseline 

(p>0.05, Table 1, Figure 1B). There was a significant interaction between condition and time for minute 

volume (F(2, 16) = 21.73, df = 2, p = 0.0001). Minute volume was significantly increased during CEES trials 

at C2/3 compared to baseline (p = 0.0001 Table 1, Figure 1C). There was no effect on minute volume during 

sham trials compared to baseline (p>0.05). 

Diaphragm muscle activity and PETCO2 values were monitored to assess the ventilatory effect of EES, as 

shown in Figure 1D-E. A significant interaction between condition and time was observed for PETCO2 (F(2, 
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36) = 23.7, df = 2, p < 0.0001).  PETCO2 was significantly decreased during CEES compared to baseline (p 

= 0.002, as shown in Figure 1D). Sham trials had no effect on PETCO2 values. Due to stimulation artifact, 

diaphragm activity could only be identified in six animals during stimulation. Nonetheless, there was a 

significant interaction between condition and time for the diaphragm activity, expressed as a percent of the 

difference between the activity that was calculated for the Intra and Pre periods (F(1, 10) = 9.24, df = 1, p = 

0.01). CEES significantly increased diaphragm activity compared to sham trials (Figure 1E). 
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Table 2.1 CEES at C2/3 Data 

variable 
Baseline (pre-) 

Mean ± SD 

During stimulation (intra-) 

Mean ± SD 

After stimulation (post-) 

Mean ± SD 

Condition: CEES 

Respiratory frequency 

(breaths/min) 

84.4 ± 10.8 95.1 ± 14.4**** 83.7± 9.3 n.s.  

Minute ventilation 

(mL/min/100 g) 

21.99 ± 4.66 32.99 ± 8.21**** 26.34 ± 4.26 ** 

Integrated 

diaphragmatic EMG 

(percent change 

0 ± 0 75.2 ± 52.0* 12.5 ± 8.27 n.s. 

PETCO2 

(mm Hg) 

29.80 ± 6.65 25.63 ± 5.67** 25.93 ± 10.07** 

Condition: Sham 

Respiratory 

frequency(breaths/min) 
82.4 ± 8.9 82.5 ± 8.9 81.9 ± 8.9 

Minute ventilation 

(mL/min/100 g) 

 

20.99 ± 4.76 20.61 ± 4.76 20.33 ± 4.80 

Integrated 

diaphragmatic EMG 

(percent change) 

0 ± 0 -4.9 ± 8.4 -4.9 ± 7.9 

PETCO2 

(mm Hg) 

29.64 ± 6.27 29.56 ± 6.29 29.66 ± 6.26 

While stimulation modulated respiratory behavior during stimulation, the frequency and diaphragm 

increases did not last after stimulation ended, and all variables returned to near baseline levels (Figure 1B 

and E, p>0.05). Minute volume remained significantly elevated compared to baseline levels (Figure 1C, p 

= 0.006), and PETCO2 values, remained significantly decreased post-stimulation (Figure 1D, p = 0.001), 

reflecting the slower dynamics of CO2 gas exchange. These results indicate that, similar to mice, dorsal 

CEES increases respiratory activity in rats, and some, but not all, respiratory effects persist after stimulation 

ended, though all variables tended to decay back to baseline over ~ 90 s [92]. 

Epidural electrical stimulation activated cervical spinal sensory and respiratory interneurons  

Since CEES modulated respiratory behavior in anesthetized rats, we explored the location and identification 

of the neurons being activated by CEES at C2/3.  To investigate spinal neurons connected to the phrenic 

motor neurons through polysynaptic circuits that may be activated by EES, the retrograde tracer, 

pseudorabies virus (PRV-152), was injected bilaterally into the diaphragm muscle. The incubation time 

used for this experiment (64-66 hours) was sufficient to label putative spinal interneurons including those 
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observed before and after brainstem pre-motor neuron labeling [67, 93]. For studies of c-Fos activation, a 

control group of animals received PRV-152 injections into the diaphragm and 64-66 hours later a 

laminectomy. These animals were maintained for at least an hour after conclusion of the laminectomy to 

serve as a Sham treatment group. Another group of animals, received a laminectomy followed by six CEES 

(Stim) and sham (Sham) trials at C2/3, each separated by a period of 8-10 minutes to allow respiratory 

activity to return to baseline (data included in Figure 1). The animals in the Stim group, survived for at least 

one hour past the mid-way point of stimulation. For each group, tissue was stained with antibodies against 

the immediate early transcription factor protein, c-Fos, and anti-GFP to visualize PRV-152 (Figure 3). 

There was minimal to no GFP signal observed in the dorsal motor nucleus, as shown in Supplementary 

Figure 1A, indicating that the staining of neurons in the spine originated from the diaphragmatic 

innervation. GFP signal was observed in the ventrolateral medulla demonstrating that PRV-152, through 

retrograde transfection, entered phrenic motor neurons and moved ‘upstream’ to infect putative spinal 

interneurons and other rostral elements of the respiratory control system [93], Supplementary Figure1B. 

Most c-Fos positive neurons were localized to the dorsal horn at each cervical spinal level examined, 

specifically in laminae 1-3 and to a lesser extent laminae 4-6. c-Fos and PRV-GFP-labeled cells were 

counted, and the extent of co-localization in laminae 2-5 assessed, as shown in Figure 2. There was a 

significant interaction between stain (c-Fos or GFP) and condition (Stim or Sham) within levels C3-5 

(phrenic nucleus- F(2, 64) = 16.73 , df = 2, p = 0.0001) and C6-T1 (F(2, 32) = 4.91, df = 2, p = 0.01). There was 

significantly more c-Fos expression in tissue within the C3-5 (49.1 ± 40.74 cells, p = 0.018) and C6-7 

regions (14.13 ± 8.32 cells, p = 0.007), compared to sham animals in a comparable region (C3-5 3.08 ± 

3.05, C6-7 0.4 ± 0.70), as shown in Figure 2E. c-Fos activation was higher at levels closer to the site of the 

CEES application (C2/3). At all levels, there were more neurons with co-localized c-Fos and GFP 

expression in the active CEES condition, but this was not significantly different from sham condition in 

which each animal breathed normally under anesthesia without CEES (p>0.05). There were no differences 

in GFP expression between conditions at C1-2 (Sham 27.38 cells; SD ± 14.39 cells, Stim 40.75 cells; SD ± 
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26.20 cells), C3-5 (Sham 31.13 cells; SD ± 19.33 cells, Stim 38.70 cells; SD ± 25.67 cells), and C6-7 (Sham 

40.30 cells; SD ± 18.50 cells, Stim 30.75 cells; SD ± 23.89 cells). These results suggest that CEES activates 

an expansive network of respiratory and non-respiratory cells within the spinal cord, including neurons 

active in the baseline respiratory state.  
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Somatostatin-expressing neurons activated by C2/3 epidural electrical stimulation 

Somatostatin (SST) is expressed in neurons within brainstem respiratory nuclei that influence the 

respiratory phase and timing of firing among neuronal subtypes within the respiratory pattern generator [27, 

29, 96]. Given this and its known expression in sensory neurons within the spinal cord, we explored SST 

expression in the dorsal regions of the spine that also highly expressed c-Fos after CEES. We found that 

SST expression was extensive in regions where CEES-induced and respiratory-related c-Fos expression co-

localized with putative respiratory interneurons (PRV-125-positive cells; i.e., laminae 1-3, as shown in 

Figure 3.  

 

Epidural electrical stimulation applied along the cervical spinal cord increases ventilation 

To gain insight into the differences in sites of CEES and respiratory modulation along the cervical spinal 

cord, where phrenic motor neurons reside, CEES at levels 3-6 (C3-C6) was evaluated (data shown in Table 

2, Figure 4). There was a significant interaction between time and condition for respiratory frequency at C3 

(F(2, 16) = 4.59, df = 2, p = 0.02) and C4 (F(2 28) = 4.15, df = 2, p = 0.02). Respiratory rate was significantly 
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greater during CEES when applied at C3 (p = 0.01) and C4 (p = 0.03) compared to baseline (Figure 4A). 

In addition to frequency modulation, there was a significant interaction between condition and time for 

minute ventilation when CEES was applied at C4 (F(2, 14) = 5.01, df = 2, p = 0.01). Minute ventilation was 

significantly greater during CEES at C4 compared to baseline (p = 0.001, Figure 4B). CEES applied to C5 

and C6 tended to increased frequency but it was not significantly different from sham values.  However, 

there was a significant interaction of condition and time for minute volume when CEES was applied at C5 

(F(2, 10) = 6.34, df = 2, p = 0.02) and C6 (F(2, 10) = 4.19, df = 2, p = 0.047) When CEES was applied to C5 

and C6 there was an increase in minute ventilation compared to baseline (C5 p = 0.003, C6 p = 0.005, 

Figure 4B). There was a significant interaction of condition and time for PETCO2 when CEES was applied 

at C3, C5, and C6. PETCO2 decreased during stimulation at C3 (p = 0.0004), C5 (p = 0.007), and C6 (p = 

0.05) when compared to baseline values, as shown in Figure 4C. PETCO2 values during CEES at C4 were 

lower but not significantly different from baseline (p = 0.087). For all levels, sham stimulation had no effect 

on frequency, minute volume, and PETCO2 (data shown in Table 2). In conclusion, CEES increases 

ventilation in rats and the modulation along the cervical spinal cord varies, similar to what was observed in 

mice [92]. Differences in respiratory modulation by CEES along the cervical spinal cord could be exploited 

for therapeutics to enhance respiratory drive. 

Table 2.2 CEES C3-C6 

Variable Location Baseline (pre-) 

Mean ± SD 

During stimulation 

(intra-) Mean ± SD 

Post stimulation (post-) 

Mean ± SD 

Condition: CEES 

Respiratory 

frequency 

(breaths/min) 

C3 84.2 ± 10.0 96.5 ± 6.1* 91.9 ± 9.3 

C4 84.4 ± 10.4 94.8 ± 13.9* 88.6 ± 8.3 

C5 85.8 ± 10.6 102.1 ± 10.4 n.s. 95.7 ± 7.3 

C6 85.2 ± 10.7 93.0 ± 9.8 n.s. 87.3 ± 8.1 

Minute ventilation 

(mL/min/100 g) 

C3 19.09 ± 5.01 28.36 ± 16.56n.s. 20.75 ± 7.34 

C4 16.50 ± 9.36 28.22 ± 15.83**** 21.54 ± 12.23 
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C5 20.94 ± 8.75 32.08 ± 7.77** 26.16 ± 10.70 

C6 15.86 ± 8.65 26.61 ± 18.68* 20.02 ± 12.97 

PETCO2 (mm Hg) C3 29.19 ± 2.01 25.64 ± 3.66*** 27.71 ± 3.31 

C4 29.37 ± 4.34 26.24 ± 4.30 n.s. 27.89 ± 4.24 

C5 29.86 ± 3.38 25.29 ± 4.64** 28.90 ± 3.96* 

C6 29.59 ± 2.96 26.83 ± 3.48* 28.48 ± 3.16* 

Condition: Sham 

Respiratory 

frequency 

(breaths/min) 

C3 81.1 ± 6.7 81.2 ± 6.5 80.9 ± 6.2 

C4 85.2 ± 10.2 85.2 ± 10.1 85.6 ± 11.2 

C5 85.8 ± 4.5 86.3 ± 5.2 86.2 ± 5.0 

C6 84.9 ± 7.7 81.9 ± 6.9 84.7 ± 8.4 

Minute ventilation 

(mL/min/100 g) 

C3 16.33 ± 6.40 16.34 ± 7.16 16.49 ± 6.71 

C4 19.57 ± 7.43 18.64 ± 6.59 18.15 ± 7.11 

C5 19.88 ± 9.88 19.93 ± 10.15 18.79 ± 11.54 

C6 15.38 ± 6.96 15.69 ± 7.67 15.86 ± 7.62 

PETCO2 (mm Hg) C3 29.66 ± 2.03 29.76 ± 2.20  29.63 ± 2.16 

C4 30.46 ± 2.84 30.66 ± 2.83 30.81 ± 2.83 

C5 31.44 ± 3.10 31.31 ± 2.92 31.41 ± 2.94 

C6 30.12 ± 3.21 30.06 ± 3.32 29.91 ± 3.35 
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Silencing SST-expressing neurons decreases the effect of cervical epidural electrical stimulation  

Since SST expression co-localized with CEES-induced c-Fos expression, and SST-positive neurons 

participate in respiratory neurogenesis in the brainstem, we explored the role of SST-expressing neurons in 
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the cervical spine in CEES-induced respiratory activation. We selectively expressed the chemogenetic 

inhibitory Designer Receptor Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADD), hM4D(Gi), in SST 

cells in the cervical spinal cord. Selective expression of hM4D(Gi) in SST cells was probed and verified by 

colocalization of mCherry expression and SST expression in the dorsal horn of the cervical spine; see 

Supplementary Figure 2. CNO was used to silence SST-expressing cells that also expressed hM4D(Gi). We 

studied the following groups of animals: AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO, AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO, AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO. There was a significant interaction 

between group and time for respiratory frequency (F(12, 123) = 2.78, p = 0.002). All groups responded with a 

significant increase in respiratory frequency during CEES at C3 prior to drug delivery compared to sham 

trials (AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO p = 0.001, AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+DMSO p = 

0.005, AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO p = 0.01, Figure 5). Rats that were in either control group 

(AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+DMSO or AAV-SST-GFP + AAV-hM4D(Gi) + CNO) continued to 

show significant frequency increases at all time points tested (20-100 min post-DMSO/CNO delivery). 

When CEES was applied in the active experimental group (AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO), the 

increase in respiratory frequency was diminished or ablated at 40, 60, and 80 minutes post-CNO delivery, 

as see in Figure 5A and B). This reduction was sufficient to return the frequency to values equal to those 

observed in the sham group (40- p = 0.16, 60- p = 0.41, 80- p = 0.18). Volumes of AAV vectors ranged 

from 100-700 nL per injection, and these volumes were compared to maximum responses observed during 

the respiratory CEES experiments. Volumes of 400 nL and above caused maximal inhibition, resulting in 

close to zero change from baseline during stimulation. There was no significant interaction between time 

and group for minute volume responses among groups over time, similar to what was seen in stimulation 

at C3 in the prior experiment (Figure 5D). However, we did find a significant interaction between group 

and time for changes in PETCO2 (F(12, 108) = 1.92, df = 12, p = 0.039). Prior to CNO/DMSO treatment all 

groups showed a significant decrease in PETCO2 (AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO p = 0.004, 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+DMSO p = 0.0003, AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO p = 
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0.004, Figure 5E). After CNO treatment, the reduction in PETCO2 values were not significantly different 

from sham in the active experimental group. The two control groups continued to show a significant 

decrease in PETCO2 when CEES was applied throughout the 100 minutes of the experiment. These results 

suggest that, close to the site of stimulation at C3, respiratory frequency modulation resulting in functional 

gas exchange by CEES is dependent upon neurons expressing SST in the cervical spinal cord. 

Expression of mCherry was quantified across cervical levels to determine where hM4D(Gi) was expressed. 

The majority of mCherry was expressed within the dorsal horn, as shown in Figure 6. Rostral brainstem 

slices were examined for mCherry expression to determine the extent of the brainstem contribution to 

hM4D(Gi)-mediated inhibition during CEES modulation of respiration. There was scant mCherry 

expression observed within the brainstem, as shown in Supplementary Figure 3. This suggests that the 

majority of hM4D(Gi) was expressed in the cervical spinal cord, diminishing the likelihood that inhibition 

of brainstem respiratory neurons contributed to the respiratory inhibition when hM4D(Gi) was activated by 

CNO. Thus, the hM4D(Gi) acted by inhibiting the activity of SST-expressing dorsal spinal neurons (likely 

interneurons) to occlude the excitatory effect of CEES on respiration. 
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Table 2.3 

Variable Group During EES- Frequency 

Percent change from 

baseline (% ± SD) 

During EES- Minute 

Volume Percent change 

from baseline (% ± SD) 

During EES- PETCO2 

Percent change from 

baseline (% ± SD) 

Sham AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

-1.34 ± 2.07 1.67 ± 8.77 0.02 ± 0.33 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO 

-0.88 ± 1.80 -0.26 ± 4.13 0.02 ± 0.41 

AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

-0.17 ± 1.20 0.28 ± 4.05 0.45 ± 0.78 

Pre 

CNO/DMSO 

Stim 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

31.29 ± 13.80 37.55 ± 26.59 -15.62 ± 4.33** 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO 

24.96 ± 13.84 65.28 ± 39.67 -14.40 ± 4.81*** 

AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

22.53 ± 14.60 38.76 ± 19.41 -10.45 ± 6.18** 

20 min Post 

CNO/DMSO  

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

26.82 ± 22.09 9.82 ± 48.03 -10.01 ± 7.86 n.s. 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO 

30.03 ± 10.13 78.08 ± 106.78 -20.80 ± 7.75*** 

AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

28.52 ± 19.05 42.51 ± 30.63 -10.66 ± 7.87* 

40 min Post 

CNO/DMSO 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

9.10 ± 11.63 15.05 ± 30.32 -6.56 ± 9.33 n.s. 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO 

29.21 ± 15.86 80.05 ± 145.85 -17.03 ± 8.54** 

AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

30.09 ± 14.76 29.80 ± 25.53 -14.20 ± 7.39** 
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60 min Post 

CNO/DMSO 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

7.24 ± 12.83 4.93 ± 21.67 -8.04 ± 10.63 n.s. 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO 

23.79 ± 10.48  74.29 ± 146.55 -17.03 ± 7.00** 

AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

34.38 ± 10.07 19.98 ± 24.95 -14.18 ± 10.91* 

80 min Post 

CNO/DMSO  

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

19.09 ± 22.39 8.27 ± 26.59 -7.96 ± 7.45 n.s. 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO 

17.85 ± 11.12 63.89 ± 87.47 -16.29 ± 12.07* 

AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

35.53 ± 24.60 30.36 ± 41.97 -15.42 ± 7.12** 

100 min Post 

CNO/DMSO 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

19.55 ± 17.01 5.01 ± 28.60 -7.89 ± 6.29 n.s. 

AAV-SST-Cre+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+DMSO 

24.46 ± 9.13 27.62 ± 51.53 -17.10 ± 9.24** 

AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-

hM4D(Gi)+CNO 

35.16 ± 17.06 -2.12 ± 32.58 -17.22 ± 6.97*** 
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Discussion 
Respiratory activity increased during CEES of the dorsal spinal cord of anesthetized rats. Using c-Fos as a 

broad neuronal activation marker, we found CEES activated spinal neurons largely in the dorsal horn, 

suggesting involvement of a spinal sensorimotor circuit. To identify these activated neurons more 

specifically, PRV-152 was injected into the diaphragm and moved retrograde to trace putative respiratory 

spinal interneurons. We found c-Fos co-localized with PRV-152 labeled putative interneurons as well as 

non-PRV-152 labeled neurons. Additionally, there was no significant difference in co-localization of c-Fos 

and PRV-152 between sham and stimulated animals suggesting that a basal activation state existed in the 
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unstimulated condition, and CEES may have enhanced the already active spinal respiratory network plus 

non-respiratory spinal neurons, and likely both. c-Fos expression and PRV-152 co-localization was used to 

label cell-types involved in CEES-induced respiratory responses. Given that somatostatin (SST) is 

expressed in neurons in the brainstem expressing respiratory – related activity, we tested the hypothesis that 

SST-expressing neurons in the cervical spine might participate in the respiratory activation mediated by 

dorsal CEES [29, 97]. Co-localization of SST, c-Fos, and PRV-152 was observed in the dorsal horn, 

suggesting that SST-expressing neurons could be a candidate cell-type mediating respiratory responses 

elicited by CEES. Finally, using dual viral vector injections of Cre downstream of the SST promoter and 

hM4D(Gi) double-floxed vector, we selectively expressed the inhibitory DREADD, hM4D(Gi), in spinal 

SST-expressing neurons. After inhibition of the spinal SST-expressing neurons, CEES-induced increases 

in respiratory frequency and decreases in PETCO2 were suppressed. Minute volume was suppressed as well 

following treatment with CNO, but minute volume tended to be more variable across all groups and no 

significant differences were seen. A decrease in minute volume modulation was observed across time for 

all groups, suggesting an attenuation to effects on minute volume over time. This will be an important 

aspect to consider and investigate for clinical use.  Our results suggest that CEES activates a sensorimotor 

respiratory network that is dependent upon the activity of SST-expressing neurons in the cervical spinal 

cord to enhance respiratory activity. 

Neuromodulation is a growing field that has shown promise both as a means to understand neural circuits 

better and as a therapeutic modality for disease states. Enhancing respiratory activity and minimizing 

diaphragm atrophy using different stimulation strategies for a variety of respiratory conditions with 

compromised respiratory activity is not new. Phrenic nerve stimulation, ventral or dorsal epidural 

stimulation along the cervical and thoracic spine, and intraspinal stimulation using bursts of stimulation 

(usually high frequency, > 100 Hz) to pace diaphragmatic muscle activity are approaches that have been 

explored by others [98-103]. In this experiment, we instead explored the effects of dorsal CEES on 

respiration, as this is an existing, low intensity, clinical approach for the treatment of pain that may be 
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repurposed to support respiratory activity. The stimulation frequency used in this set of experiments, 

continuous 30 Hz, was based on our previous work and the work of others showing that a mid-range 

frequency was beneficial in activating rhythmic spinal neural networks [92, 104, 105]. Based on previous 

studies, different stimulation frequencies (low vs high) can have variable effects that may be utilized for 

specific neurological conditions [106]. In this study, stimulation amplitudes were personalized for each 

animal at the beginning of the experiment and ranged from 1-2.5 mA. Given the constant 30 Hz frequency, 

these intensities were below direct activation of phrenic motor neurons as rhythmic contraction and 

relaxation of the diaphragm persisted. The researchers found that the amplitude needed to excite respiratory 

activity was dependent on several factors including anesthesia depth, animal size, and tissue resistance. In 

some animals, higher intensity stimulation inhibited respiratory activity and resulted in periods of apnea 

(D.C. Lu, unpublished data). This is likely due to direct motor neuron activation resulting in tetanic 

contraction since stimulation frequency was constant. Additionally, higher intensities resulted in tetanic 

contraction of the proximal upper limb muscles. We selected an amplitude that minimized extra-respiratory 

muscle contraction and maximized respiratory modulation. Therefore, the continuous, low-amplitude, low-

frequency neuromodulation approach used in these experiments was below the threshold of motor 

activation and did not directly pace respiratory motor neurons. CEES, as administered in this study, likely 

provides a general increase in excitation to rostral respiratory central pattern generators and may increase 

the receptivity or tone of respiratory motor neurons to endogenous respiratory activity (resting membrane 

potential of phrenic and other respirator motor neurons).  

Similar to nerves innervating peripheral muscles, the phrenic nerve has numerous types of afferents, Iα, Iβ, 

II, III (Iδ), and IV, and their activity can influence respiratory activity through both rostrally projecting 

fibers and local interneuronal circuits. [71, 107, 108]. Our observations along with previous work to 

understand EES and track phrenic afferents suggest that CEES modulates respiratory activity through a 

sensorimotor circuit, likely dependent on SST-expressing interneurons in the layers I-IV of the dorsal horn. 

EES at lumbar levels preferentially activates sensory neurons leading to monosynaptic and polysynaptic 
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interneuron activation of motor neurons [109-111], and similar polysynaptic circuits in the cervical spine 

may be activated by CEES to enhance diaphragm activity. Similar to phrenic nerve stimulation, we found 

neuronal activation, as visualized by c-Fos immunofluorescence, in the dorsal horn, specifically lamina I-

IV [112]. Phrenic afferent stimulation increases respiratory activity in cats and dogs [73, 107, 113]. 

Interestingly, Yu et al. found respiratory increases were inverse to anesthesia plane, and we observed a 

similar relationship in CEES in rats (D.C. Lu, unpublished observations). [73]. Nair et al. suggested that 

type III and IV phrenic afferents tend to increase respiratory activity while type I and II afferents have a 

more variable effect on respiratory behavior [108]. There is minimal evidence of monosynaptic connections 

between phrenic afferents and phrenic motor neurons, but the afferents project to spinal interneurons in 

several different lamina of the spinal cord [74, 108, 114]. Nair et al. found afferent projections in lamina I-

IV as well as VII and X [74]. PRV-152 and c-Fos expression were observed following CEES in similar 

locations to the afferent projections reported by Nair et al. Moreover, PRV-152 was injected into the 

diaphragm and allowed to incubate for 64 hours allowing for multiple synaptic jumps, which likely labeled 

interneurons also receiving projections from afferents and motor neurons innervating the diaphragm [67].  

SST expression in the spinal cord is mainly localized to the dorsal horn, mostly in lamina I-III and to a 

lesser extent lamina 4-5 [115, 116]. The majority of SST-expressing interneurons in the dorsal spinal cord 

are excitatory and receive input from Aβ, Aδ and C fibers and transmit mechano-sensation and nociceptive 

information [115-119]. In our experiments, inhibition of SST-expressing neurons in the cervical spine 

diminished CEES-induced respiratory activation (Figure 5). SST interneuron activation elicited by CEES 

is likely enhancing an excitatory spinal polysynaptic sensorimotor circuit through other interneurons in the 

spinal cord, which then influences phrenic motor neuron excitability making them more easily depolarized 

and activated by the descending central pattern generator activity. Consistent with such a hypothesis, we 

observed increased tonic diaphragmatic activity between inspiratory phases. In future work, we may explore 

the generality of such an effect by examining non-respiratory EMG activity in muscles whose nerves are 

of cranial origin (genioglossus), cervical and thoracic origin to non-respiratory or respiratory muscles (C3-
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5, deltoid; T1-10, intercostal). Enhanced tonic activity in the deltoid without an increase in the genioglossus 

would support interneuron enhancing motor neuron excitability without an effect on the rostral brainstem 

respiratory central pattern generators. Additionally, enhanced tonic activity in caudal muscles might suggest 

a propriospinal influence of CEES.  

The modulatory effect on respiratory activity of CEES-elicited afferent activity is likely derived from both 

spinal and supraspinal actions. Lamina II-IV, areas in which we found higher c-Fos positive cells in animals 

receiving stimulation, are known to receive and send information from primary sensory afferents to higher 

brain structures and local spinal interneurons (Figure 3) [120-122]. Additionally, experiments on the gate 

theory of pain suggest that neurons in lamina III provide polysynaptically projections to neurons in lamina 

I where projections ascend to higher brain structures [123, 124]. CEES is likely also activating sensory 

fibers traveling via the fasciculus cuneatus, sending information to the medulla, thalamus, and primary 

somatosensory cortex all of which can influence respiratory activity [75, 76, 112, 125]. The pons and 

medulla are the primary sites containing nuclei known to generate and control the respiratory pattern and 

to provide descending propriospinal premotor connections to phrenic motor neurons in the cervical spinal 

cord as well as, cranial and more caudal spinal motor neurons that innervate a wide variety of respiratory 

muscles [126-128]. Given the minimal hM4D(Gi) expression observed in the brainstem, the diminished 

respiratory modulation by CEES via inhibition of SST-expressing neurons in the spinal cord is a local 

phenomenon (Supplementary Figure 3). However, this set of experiments does not rule out the possibility 

of supraspinal structures contributing to CEES-induced respiratory modulation, instead it describes spinal 

circuit activation that is a more accessible site for neuromodulation throughout a physiologically 

meaningful sensorimotor system. Activation of this spinal sensory circuit by CEES, is likely to increase the 

activity of the ponto-medullary circuit so that in addition to sensitizing spinal motor neurons to descending 

inputs by intra-spinal mechanisms (as outlined above), CEES may also increase the overall drive to breathe 

so that the level of excitatory inputs to phrenic motor neurons and other spinal and cranial motor neurons 

innervating respiratory muscles is amplified.   
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While the dorsal horn SST neurons are mostly excitatory, there is evidence that SST neurons in deeper 

lamina can express inhibitory neurotransmitters suggesting the SST neurons in the spinal cord are 

heterogenous [116]. An inhibitory circuit that could explain the results that we found would require 

inhibition of an inhibitory respiratory inputs so that facilitation of respiratory activity could emerge. 

Inhibitory influences have been shown to influence phrenic nerve output both from supraspinal sources and 

local processes potentially originating from Renshaw cells [64, 84, 129, 130]. Further understanding of the 

circuit leading to enhanced respiratory activity from CEES can contribute to development of novel uses of 

CEES for use in spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injury, and stroke. 

Typically, chemogenetic studies involving the expression of Cre under a promoter have been performed 

in mice. Since rats have been used in many respiratory studies; there is a well-developed literature 

describing respiratory control; they are larger and easier to handle; we explored EES modulation and 

chemogenetic inhibition approaches in wild-type rats. We used a novel dual viral vector strategy to 

perform chemogenetic experiments in rats that bypasses the difficulty and financial burden of breeding 

multiple generations of double- or triple-transgenic mice to express promoter specific Cre and DREADDs 

in a target neuronal population. Injection of both of the necessary cassettes using adenoviral vectors to 

achieve promotor-specific expression of the DREADD protein allows more flexibility when designing 

and performing experiments to understand neuronal circuits in rats. Broad expression of hM4D(Gi) in 

SST-expressing neurons reaching into brainstem respiratory generating nuclei allowed us to explore the 

involvement of SST-expressing neurons in CEES-induced respiratory modulation. This expression of 

hM4D(Gi) outside the cervical spine was minimal, and we conclude, therefore, that CEES-induced 

respiratory activation originates in the cervical spinal cord due to excitation of SST-expressing neurons. 

Alternatively, non-specific expression of hM4D(Gi) in neurons other than SST-expressing is possible. We 

explored this possibility as well and found an abundance of hM4D(Gi), as visualized with mCherry, co-

localized with SST-expressing neurons identified through standard immunofluorescence techniques and 

minimal evidence of hM4D(Gi) expression outside of the regions expressing SST. Finally, high doses of 
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CNO has been shown to affect baseline behavior without expression of a DREADD receptor [131-133]. 

We used a low dose of CNO to mitigate this effect, and we controlled for this possibility by including a 

group of animals (AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO) that received viral constructs that did not 

result in the expression of the hM4D(Gi) receptor, as well as injections with CNO. We found respiratory 

behavior elicited by CEES similar to that seen in the baseline condition across the experiment suggesting 

that our results cannot be explained by CNO off-target affects. 

We conclude that dorsal CEES activates a spinal sensorimotor circuit which can be used to enhance 

respiratory activity. Differences in modulation along the cervical spine could provide a useful tool to 

personalize the respiratory enhancement to an individual’s specific deficit. In these experiments, we found 

a more rostral frequency modulation and caudal minute volume modulation. Comparing between sites did 

not show any one location was more efficient in modulation however, comparisons within each location 

revealed significant frequency increases at rostral levels while significant minute volume increases without 

frequency modulation was prevalent when CEES was applied at caudal levels. Future work to further 

dissect this respiratory sensorimotor circuit activation can provide a novel understanding of the spinal 

respiratory circuit and how brainstem nuclei are involved. Additionally, pre-clinical experiments in models 

of disease can provide a framework for CEES and its use to maintain spontaneous respiratory activity in 

cases of diminished respiratory activity. 
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Chapter 3  

 

Introduction 
Traumatic spinal cord injury is a devastating event that damages descending neuronal connections from 

the brain to the spinal cord. It often results in paralysis below the level of injury. More than half of all 

spinal cord injuries occur to the cervical level [134]. Any injury to the cervical spinal cord, resulting in 

paralysis, causes respiratory deficits. These deficits can be as extensive as to necessitate chronic or 

periods of mechanical ventilation [135, 136]. While mechanical ventilation has proved useful to maintain 

respiratory needs, it has its own negative side effects such as lung injury and diaphragm atrophy [137-

141]. Alternatively, individuals may retain spontaneous respiratory activity but have deficits in other 

respiratory behaviors like, coughing for airway clearance [136]. With higher rates of survival from 

traumatic injuries, new technologies to assist in ventilation and neurorehabilitation are needed. 

Several forms of neuromodulation for respiratory function after spinal cord injury have been explored. 

Phrenic nerve pacing is one such technique that directly stimulates the nerve resulting in diaphragm 

activity [99, 142]. Yet, this approach restricts respiratory activity to a fixed rhythm and volume that lacks 

the fluctuations that naturally occur with respiration [143]. Additionally, the surgical technique for 

implantation is complicated and the risk of injury to the phrenic nerve is high [99]. Paced ventral 

stimulation of the thoracic or cervical spinal cord has shown beneficial results in pre-clinical animal 

models [102, 144, 145]. Intraspinal stimulation is another approach that activates respiratory muscles 

through stimulation of spinal inter- and propriospinal neurons [146, 147]. The surgical technique required 

to reach the ventral surface is difficult and invasive. Additionally, most of these studies have utilized 

paced stimulation which still restricts the variability observed during spontaneous respiration [145].  

Dorsal epidural electrical stimulation (EES) is a technique that is FDA-approved for use in chronic pain 

conditions [148]. Implantations of the devices are routine for neurosurgeons. More recently, it has been 

shown to improve coordinated lower and upper extremity function after spinal cord injury when 
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combined with neurorehabilitation in both rodent models and clinical research studies [105, 149-152]. 

Since dorsal cervical EES (CEES) increases respiratory activity in intact anesthetized rats and mice, we 

sought to investigate if it can recover or enhance respiratory activity after cervical spinal cord injury 

through activation of spinal respiratory circuits [92, 153]. 

To explore if CEES can enhance respiratory activity after a high cervical spinal cord lesion, animals 

received a lateral C2 hemisection, which severs dominant bulbospinal respiratory projections, resulting in 

ipsilateral diaphragm paralysis. Multiple bouts of CEES were performed to explore recovery of 

respiratory muscle activity and enhancement of respiratory activity. Rhythmic ipsilateral diaphragm 

bursting was observed during and after stimulation. Injury area was compared to CEES-induced 

diaphragm activity to determine the contribution of spared projections to the recovery of diaphragm 

activity. Finally, we explored spinal inhibitory influence reducing the effectiveness of CEES on 

respiratory muscle activity [103]. The results of these experiments suggest CEES could be a useful 

therapeutic in the acute period after spinal cord injury to enhance diaphragm function and potentially 

minimize need for mechanical ventilation. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Female Sprague-Dawley rats (270-300 g, n=31) were ordered from Envigo and were allowed to acclimate 

for one week. Animals were kept in a 12-12 light-dark cycle with ad libitum standard food and water. All 

procedures were approved by the University of California Animal Research Committee (protocol # 2014-

122) and were in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National 

Institutes of Health.  

Surgical Procedures 

Rats were prepared for a non-survival surgery with intraperitoneal injections of urethane (1200 mg/kg) 

and alpha-chloralose (30 mg/kg) for anesthesia. Each rat was kept on a water-circulating heating pad to 

prevent hypothermia during the experiment. A tracheostomy was performed through a vertical incision 
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made ventrally on the neck and the sternohyoid muscles were separated to expose the trachea. A small 

incision was made between the cartilage rings of the trachea and a short segment of PE 200 tubing was 

inserted and connected to a pneumotach (Validyne, Northridge, CA) to record tracheal flow. An 

abdominal incision was performed to expose the diaphragm and two wires (St. Steel 7 Strand, AM-

Systems, Sequim, WA), with the insulation stripped at the end (2 mm), were inserted bilaterally into the 

lateral costal portion of the diaphragm muscle for EMG recording. EMG signals were amplified 10³, a 

bandpass filter, 300-1000 Hz, and a 60 Hz Notch filter applied. The animal was flipped prone and a 

laminectomy was performed to expose cervical levels 2 (C2) through 5 (C5) of the spinal cord. 

Prior to the C2 hemisection, baseline EMG and ventilation values were recorded for at least 1 minute. A 

small incision was made into the dura overlying the rostral aspect of C2 spinal cord. Using micro scissors, 

a lateral incision was made into the spinal tissue from the posteriomedial vein to the lateral vertebra. A 

scalpel was then used to sever any remaining connections. Ipsilateral diaphragm EMG was confirmed 

absent at the end of the hemisection procedure. At this time, most animals were stable and did not require 

mechanical ventilation. A few animals necessitated a constant flow of O2 to maintain unassisted eupnea 

(n=4). These animals were included in the experiment for EMG analysis but spontaneous respiratory 

ventilation values were not obtained. 45 minutes elapsed to allow for spinal shock to decrease and for 

physiological parameters to stabilize. 

Epidural electrical stimulation 

Animals underwent multiple trials of cervical epidural electrical stimulation (EES) or sham for 5 minutes. 

EES was delivered as a continuous 30 Hz monophasic (500 μs pulse width) train of impulses (Master 9 

A.M.P.I., Jerusalem, ISR). The stimulating electrode (Tungesten Parylene 0.01”, AM-Systems) was 

placed on the dorsal surface of the spine, ~2 mm from midline and the ground electrode was placed on the 

dorsal surface of the spine ~2-3 mm away from the stimulating electrode. The ends of the electrodes were 

stripped, leaving ~2 mm of the electrode tip uninsulated. Sham stimulation trials, in which electrodes 

were placed on the dorsal cervical spinal cord but no current was delivered, were performed to verify 
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mechanical pressure of the electrodes did not affect respiratory activity. Stimulation amplitudes ranged 

from 0.5-1.5 mA. 

At the end of the experiments, animals were perfused transcardially with 1X PBS followed by 4% 

paraformaldehyde (pH 7.3). Tissue was extracted and post-fixed for 24 hours in 4% paraformaldehyde, 

placed in 30% sucrose for cryopreservation, and then placed into 10% gelatin and frozen.  

Injury Area Assessment 

Tissue was sectioned into 30 μm coronal slices using a cryostat (Leica CM 1800).  Sections were stained 

with cresyl violet. Images of the spinal cord injury were taken to assess the completeness of the 

hemisection and examine any differences in response to CEES that may be explained by the injury area. 

Area of the injury was analyzed with ImageJ. The area of the contralateral side was outlined using the 

central canal and midline to distinguish ipsilateral and contralateral. Residual sparred tissue on the 

ipsilateral side was outlined to quantify extent of the injury. Healthy tissue presented as equal tone from 

staining and complete tissue presence. Injury area was observed as tissue absent, bloody with absent or 

light staining. Three slices at the injury site were used to quantify and obtain an average calculation of 

sparred tissue.   

Pharmacological Inhibition 

To investigate local spinal inhibition suppressing CEES induced diaphragm muscle activity enhancement, 

1 mM Bicuculline and 1 mM Gabazine (GABA antagonists) or 1 mM Strychnine (glycine antagonist) 

were injected intraspinal. Animals (n=16) underwent the same procedures as described above. After 

initial CEES assessments after C2 hemisection were performed, animals received bilateral intraspinal 

injections of antagonists at the caudal end of C2. Intraspinal injections were performed using a 

micropressure injector (model) lowered to a depth of ~ 0.70 mm to target dorsal and intermedial 

interneurons. Injection volumes were 250 nL delivered at a rate of 2 nL/sec. 10 minutes passed before the 

injection needle was withdrawn from the spinal cord after each injection. Another 10 minutes elapsed 
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after withdrawal of the needle for antagonist to have effects. Stimulation trials began 20 minutes after the 

last intraspinal injection and continued for at least an hour after the injection. 

Data Analysis 

A hemisection was considered complete when ipsilateral rhythmic activity was no longer observed. 

Respiratory and EMG data was acquired with DataView (W.J. Heitler, University of St. Andrews). Data 

extraction and analysis were performed with custom Matlab codes. Prism was used for statistics and data 

visualization.  

A probability score of rhythmic bursting in the ipsilateral diaphragm was obtained by splitting the 300 s 

of stimulation into 10 sets of 30 s analysis windows. If an animal had rhythmic bursting during that time 

the animal received a 1, if no bursting was observed the score was 0. The average score for an animal was 

obtained by averaging the score across all possible analysis windows. A mixed effects model in which 

condition (Stim/Sham/Post-Stim/Post-Sham) was a within subject factor was applied to the probability 

data. The rhythmic activity observed during the analysis windows was analyzed as the average integral of 

the envelope obtained from the EMG data. EMG data was bandpass filtered (30 Hz), rectified, and a 5th 

order Butterworth filter applied to obtain the area under the curve. Stimulation obscured the EMG signal 

in most animals which hindered analysis of bursting activity during stimulation. The intra EMG data was 

taken when stimulation signal did not obstruct rhythmic diaphragm activity or when the stimulation probe 

was briefly removed from the dura. Ipsilateral diaphragm activity was considered rhythmic when bursting 

was in sync with contralateral diaphragm activity. The average time window of EMG signal used for 

analysis during stimulation was 59 seconds and ranged from 8-153 seconds. Out of 15 animals, 1 never 

responded with rhythmic ipsilateral bursting activity that could be extracted. EMG data was analyzed 

with a one-way repeated measure ANOVA (Intra) or a paired T-test (Post). 

Tidal volumes were calculated from the integral of the inspiratory flow. Respiratory data was analyzed 

with a mixed effects model with treatment (Stim/Sham) a within subjects factor and Time (serial 

measurements) a within subjects factor.  Residual ipsilateral tissue at the site of injury was compared to 
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the average EMG integral during stimulation. EMG integral comparisons of CEES and CEES with 

inhibitory antagonists was analyzed with a mixed effects model where condition was a within subjects 

factor. A Bonferonni correction was applied to account for multiple comparisons. 

 

Results 
To investigate CEES as a method to increase respiratory activity after a respiratory compromising injury, 

CEES was applied to the dorsal C3 spinal cord 45 minutes after a C2 hemisection. Rhythmic ipsilateral 

diaphragm activity was observed during CEES, Figure 1B. There was a significant effect of condition 

when the probability of rhythmic bursting was analyzed (F(1.915, 21.06) = 13.74, df = 4, p = 0.0002). CEES 

significantly increased the probability that rhythmic ipsilateral diaphragm activity occurred compared to 

during Sham (Stim 0.53 ± 0.39, Sham 0.09 ± 0.20, p = 0.007), Figure 1C. We quantified the diaphragm 

burst activity activated by CEES or Sham and found a significant effect of condition (F(2, 35) = 16.77, df = 

37, p = 0.0001). The average ipsilateral EMG burst integral (4231.3 ± 4292.0) was significantly greater 

than sham trials (333 ± 500.1, p = 0.039), Figure 1D. Ipsilateral EMG burst integral however, remained 

significantly lower than baseline activity (Pre 7859.3 ± 3584.5, p = 0.013).  

After stimulation ended, the probability of rhythmic bursting decreased (0.26 ± 0.29) but was observed in 

most animals, Figure 1C. The burst integral of diaphragm activity after stimulation ended also decreased 

and was not significantly different from sham values (Stim 1788.2 ± 1484.2, Sham 690.8 ± 1697.3, p = 

0.09), Figure 2C. However, the time duration of rhythmic bursting in the paralyzed diaphragm was 

significantly longer after Stim (Post-Stim 95.4 sec ± 88.5 sec) trials compared to Sham (Post-Sham 25.8 

sec ± 71.0 sec, p = 0.024) trials, Figure 2D. These results suggest CEES can enhance rhythmic activity in 

paralyzed respiratory muscle after a C2 hemisection and slowly returns to near baseline levels after 

stimulation ceases. 
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To assess functionality of CEES induced diaphragm activity frequency, tidal volume, and minute volume 

were assessed prior to, during, and after CEES. There was a significant interaction of condition and time 

for respiratory rate (F(2, 14) = 4.59, df = 2, p = 0.029). However, respiratory frequency during stimulation 

was not significantly different from baseline (Pre 73.1 BPM ±16.0 BPM, Intra 69.5 BPM ± 15.1 BPM, p 

>0.05), Figure 3B. There was a significant interaction of condition and time for respiratory tidal volume 
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(F(2, 14) = 7.40, df = 2, p = 0.006). Tidal volume was significantly increased during CEES (Intra .27 mL ± 

0.27 mL) compared to baseline (Pre 0.22 mL ± 0.23 mL, p = 0.013) periods, Figure 3C. This increase in 

tidal volume did not persist after CEES ended (Post 0.23 mL ± 0.24 mL, p = 0.22). There was no 

significant interaction for minute volume between condition and time, Figure 3D. Contralateral EMG 

before, during, and after CEES was quantified to account for diaphragm activity receiving direct 

bulbospinal input, Supplementary Figure 1. No interaction or differences were observed in the 

contralateral diaphragm EMG activity across the different time points analyzed (p>0.05). This data 

suggests that in the acute time period, CEES increases spinal respiratory activity resulting in ipsilateral 

diaphragm activity that contributes to increased respiratory tidal volume.  
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We explored the injury with the idea that the severity of injury or spared tissue may lead to some 

understanding about the extent to which CEES enhanced diaphragm activity, Figure 4. Contrary to our 

hypothesis, injuries with a smaller area of spared tissue did not predict a poor response to CEES, Figure 

4B. This suggests local ipsilateral and contralateral spinal circuits are being activated to enhance 

respiratory activity during CEES. 
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Local spinal inhibitory neurostransmitters, GABA and glycine, are known to reduce spinal respiratory 

motor neuron activity and inhibition of their influence has been shown to enhance spontaneous phrenic 

nerve activity after C2 hemisection [47, 154-156]. We hypothesized spinal inhibition may hinder the 

effects CEES has on paralyzed muscle activity after hemisection. However, we found no evidence that 

CEES initiated ipsilateral diaphragm activity was enhanced after 1 mM bicuculline and 1 mM gabazine or 

1 mM strychnine microinjection, as shown in Figure 5. 
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Discussion 
In this study, CEES to enhance respiratory activity after a C2 hemisection was explored. CEES 

significantly increased the probability of ipsilateral diaphragm activity during stimulation compared to 

sham trials. The diaphragm activity that occurred with stimulation was significantly increased compared 

to sham trials. When CEES ended, the probability of bursting and the activity observed decreased. 

However, the amount of time rhythmic activity was observed in the ipsilateral diaphragm was 

significantly longer compared to post-sham periods. Tidal volume was significantly increased during 

CEES compared to baseline. Contralateral EMG before, during, and after CEES was quantified and found 

to be similar across all time points analyzed. These results suggest, CEES can activate a spinal respiratory 

circuit that can initiate activity in paralyzed diaphragm muscle, and this activity contributes to increases in 
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tidal volume. Area of tissue spared from the hemisection was compared to the ipsilateral EMG initiated 

by CEES. There was no correlation between spared tissue area and outcome, suggesting residual 

descending projections were not the primary source of activation for rhythmic ipsilateral diaphragm 

activity. Spinal inhibitory activity minimizing beneficial effects of CEES was explored using intraspinal 

injections of GABA (Bicuculline/Gabazine) or glycine (Strychnine) antagonists. In this set of 

experiments, local blockade of fast inhibitory neurotransmitters did not enhance EES induced respiratory 

activity. 

CEES has shown to increase respiratory activity in anesthetized rats and mice, likely through activation of 

spinal sensory interneurons and brainstem nuclei [92, 153]. We hypothesized that cervical CEES would 

enhance spinal respiratory circuits leading to enhanced diaphragm activity after high cervical spinal cord 

injury. While we observed rhythmic bursting in paralyzed diaphragm muscle at the acute time point, the 

bursting often slowly decreased with time after stimulation. However, chronic stimulation may prove 

beneficial through mechanisms similar to activity dependent plasticity. Activity dependent plasticity has 

several known mechanisms leading to strengthening of new or latent synaptic circuits resulting in new 

behavioral outcomes. BDNF, a known neurotropic signaling molecule, has roles in plasticity, learning and 

memory, and motor function after spinal injury [157, 158]. It has been shown to be decreased after spinal 

cord transection and EES can increase its expression [159]. NMDA and AMPA receptor activity are well 

known for their role in long-term potentiation and synaptic strengthening within sensorimotor circuits 

[160, 161]. Interestingly, strengthened connections between motor and sensory neurons is dependent on 

NMDA activation [161, 162]. Since EES is known to activate sensory circuits, it is possible long-term 

EES could enhance diaphragm activity through sensorimotor circuit strengthening via NMDA receptors. 

With the observation that EES induces rhythmic activity in paralyzed diaphragm after spinal lesion, 

chronic use of CEES and its effects on neural circuit plasticity should be explored. 

Strengthening of latent synaptic circuits with CEES could lead to plasticity and enhanced respiratory 

activity over the long term through strengthened spinal interneuronal circuits. Chemical and 
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pharmacological methods to enhance respiratory drive have been shown to induce diaphragm activity in 

the paralyzed muscle after high cervical spinal cord injury [163-165]. Chronic intermittent hypoxia 

activates ipsilateral diaphragm activity after hemisection and strengthens connections among cervical 

excitatory interneurons [166, 167]. Furthermore, cervical excitatory interneurons have been shown to 

maintain and activate rhythmic phrenic activity in the absence of direct bulbospinal input [65, 80, 168] 

Yet, this is an important exploration as the authors have no reason to believe CEES induced diaphragm 

activity is mechanistically similar to intermittent hypoxia-induced respiratory plasticity.  

Ventrolateral spinal epidural stimulation has recently been shown to activate rhythmic phrenic nerve 

activity in the C2 hemisection model at the sub-acute and chronic time point when applied “across the 

respiratory cycle” [144]. At the chronic time-point, the ventrolateral stimulation potentiated phasic 

activity more than what was observed at the sub-acute time point. If similar interneuronal circuits are 

being activated with the dorsal approach as used in this experiment, CEES at sub-acute and chronic time 

points after injury may be beneficial as a respiratory therapeutic. However, experiments stimulating on 

the ventral surface have primarily used high-frequency stimulation protocols and differential responses to 

stimulation have been observed when different frequencies are utilized [106]. More recently, high 

frequency stimulation applied to the dorsal epidural surface has been shown to pace diaphragm muscle 

activity after C2 hemisection [103]. We suggest pacing is an ineffective form of neurorehabilitation but 

may be useful for neuroprosthetics if plasticity and neurorehabilitation are beyond possibility due to 

injury severity. Alternatively, pacing strategies coupled with our constant low-amplitude stimulation 

strategy could couple local excitatory respiratory drive and motor output to enhance respiratory output. 

Our results exemplify the ability of the spinal respiratory circuits to utilize dormant pathways to activate 

spontaneous rhythmic activity likely through spinal sensorimotor circuit when activated by cervical CEES 

[153]. Further exploration on frequency specific responses by neurorehabilitative therapeutics on the 

spinal cord and circuit modulation could provide a broader range of benefits.  
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Inhibitory activity is known to inhibit spinal respiratory circuits in the absence of direct bulbospinal 

activity [47, 80, 155]. We explored if this inhibition had any restrictive effect on the ability of CEES to 

enhance diaphragm motor output in the paralyzed diaphragm. CEES induced rhythmic diaphragm activity 

was not enhanced when GABA or Glycine fast neurotransmission was inhibited. This result is similar to 

what others have observed with epidural stimulation diaphragm enhancement [103]. We propose that the 

respiratory timing is dependent on local inhibitor and excitatory balance but initiation of dormant 

pathways with CEES is not enhanced by reducing fast inhibitory activity.  

The C2 hemisection model is used in research to imitate respiratory deficits from cervical spinal cord 

injury resulting in ipsilateral diaphragm paralysis for several weeks [169-171]. A plethora of knowledge 

has been obtained on spontaneous and induced plasticity and its mechanisms relating to respiratory 

activity [144, 165, 167, 169, 172, 173]. While its use in research has provided scientists with a 

standardized model to explore plasticity with tangible outcomes, it is important to mention this model is 

not well suited to model the traumatic spinal cord injury humans often experience. And spontaneous 

recovery is more substantial in the weeks after hemisection when examined in awake freely moving 

animals compared to anesthetized experiments [170]. Additionally, we as well as others have found that 

spared ipsilateral tissue is often observed despite paralysis of the ipsilateral diaphragm [170]. This tissue 

sparing may contribute to CEES evoked ipsilateral diaphragm activity and potential plasticity (similar to 

that seen in humans) in the neural networks leading to better respiratory outcomes [174, 175]. However, 

in this experiment, we found no correlation to suggest that more spared tissue resulted in more activity in 

the ipsilateral diaphragm during CEES.  

We conclude that CEES can activate spinal circuits leading to diaphragm activity in paralyzed muscle that 

can increase tidal volume in the immediate time after a C2 hemisection in anesthetized rats. CEES at the 

sub-acute (days) and chronic (weeks/months) period after hemisection should be further explored. 
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Chapter 4 
 

The two previous chapters described novel experiments the author conceptualized, designed and executed 

to understand dorsal cervical EES (CEES)-induced increases in respiratory activity and its use in a model 

of cervical spinal cord injury with respiratory deficits. Experiments in Chapter 2 describe novel 

experiments exploring CEES modulation of respiratory activity. We found that CEES increases 

respiratory activity in anesthetized rats and that this effect is dependent upon activity in SST-expressing 

neurons in the spinal cord. This work suggests that EES at the cervical spinal cord can activate local and 

likely supraspinal respiratory circuits to influence respiratory rhythm and pattern generators and enhance 

respiratory activity. Chapter 3 described experiments aimed at exploring use of CEES in the early time 

after high cervical spinal cord injury. Application of CEES at the acute time period after a C2 hemisection 

activated paralyzed diaphragm activity in anesthetized rats. Blockade of local fast inhibitory 

neurotransmition did not enhance CEES-induced diaphragm activity. These results begin to describe a 

novel neuromodulation method for accessing respiratory neural circuits and enhancing respiratory 

activity. Continual exploration of these concepts can lead to improved clinical therapeutics and 

respiratory outcomes.   

Experimental Pitfalls and Limitations 

Several experimental limitations have been suggested throughout the previous chapters but a formal 

discussion is beneficial. In Chapter 2, c-Fos expression was used to identify neurons activated by CEES. 

C-Fos is an early expression gene whose protein (known as a transcription factor) has effects on 

downstream gene expression, and in turn modifies cellular activity [176]. The control animals that 

received PRV-152 and surgical preparation had minimal c-Fos activation. These data suggest that the 

majority of c-Fos expression observed in the experimental group was induced by CEES. However, 

describing the effects of this neuronal activation with specific cellular processes is not possible with these 

techniques alone. 
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Typically, chemogenetic studies involving the expression of Cre under a promoter have been performed 

in mice. Since rats have been used in many respiratory studies; there is a well-developed literature 

describing respiratory control; they are larger and easier to handle; we explored EES modulation and 

chemogenetic inhibition approaches in wild-type rats. We used a novel dual viral vector strategy to 

perform chemogenetic experiments in rats that bypasses the difficulty and financial burden of breeding 

multiple generations of double- or triple-transgenic mice to express promoter-specific Cre and DREADDs 

in a target neuronal population. Injection of both of the necessary cassettes using adenoviral vectors to 

achieve promotor-specific expression of the DREADD protein allows more flexibility when designing 

and performing experiments to understand neuronal circuits in rats. Broad expression of hM4D(Gi) in 

SST-expressing neurons reaching into brainstem respiratory-generating nuclei allowed us to explore the 

involvement of SST-expressing neurons in CEES-induced respiratory modulation. This expression of 

hM4D(Gi) outside the cervical spine was minimal, and we conclude, therefore, that CEES-induced 

respiratory activation originates in the cervical spinal cord due to excitation of SST-expressing neurons. 

Alternatively, non-specific expression of hM4D(Gi) in neurons other than SST-expressing is possible. We 

explored this possibility as well and found an abundance of hM4D(Gi), as visualized with mCherry, co-

localized with SST-expressing neurons identified through standard immunofluorescence techniques and 

minimal evidence of hM4D(Gi) expression outside of the regions expressing SST. Finally, high doses of 

CNO affects baseline behavior without expression of a DREADD receptor [131-133]. We used a low 

dose of CNO to mitigate this effect, and controlled for this possibility by including a group of animals 

(AAV-SST-eGFP+AAV-hM4D(Gi)+CNO) that received viral constructs that did not result in the 

expression of the hM4D(Gi) receptor, as well as injections with CNO. We found respiratory behavior 

elicited by CEES similar to that seen in the baseline condition across the experiment suggesting that our 

results cannot be explained by CNO off-target effects. 

Viral leakage causing non-respiratory neuron labeling is always possible, but this is unlikely to be a 

significant influence in these experiments since the dorsal motor nucleus was not labeled by the GFP 
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reporter of PRV-152 (Supplementary Figure 1A), and the PRV-152 label was restricted largely to the 

brainstem and nuclei with known respiratory activity. Mononuclear infiltration and glial immunoreactive 

cells have been observed when PRV-152, an attenuated strain of the herpetic pseudorabies virus, is left to 

replicate for long periods due to an immune response from the infection [67, 177]. These observations 

have mainly been published after incubation for 72 hours and longer [67, 177]. PRV-152 incubation was 

restricted to 64 hours in the current experiments to maximize polysynaptic transport and minimize 

immune cell infiltration. Additionally, the control animals showed minimal signs of c-Fos activity, 

indicating immune cells were not significantly contributing to c-Fos expression. Additionally, c-Fos 

expression was in both PRV-152 labeled and non PRV-152 labeled neurons in the animals that received 

active stimulation. It is possible that some of the cells expressing GFP were of glial origin as these cells 

pick up the debris from infected and lysed cells. However, this population of cells is likely low, and the 

expression similarly low due to use of the less virulent PRV and relatively shorter incubation times [178]. 

In addition, even if they picked up and expressed PRV-152 subsequent labeling of cells through synaptic 

transfer is unlikely as synaptic transfer from glial cells  has not been observed [178].  

The experiments in Chapter 2 consider mechanisms and relationships of spinal circuitry (high cervical 

spinal neurons) and brainstem networks (medullary circuits) to the increased respiratory drive. However, 

these experiments do not make any conclusions about the individual circuits in isolation. Instead, we have 

focused on understanding a sensorimotor respiratory circuit activated by CEES in a physiologically 

complete system. While understanding neuronal circuits in isolation expands scientific understanding, 

humans are an integrated system and rarely would one be completely isolated from supraspinal structures. 

An integrative approach to enhance supraspinal and spinal circuit activity can be useful to improve 

respiratory outcomes and potentially prevent use of long-term mechanical ventilation in a variety of 

conditions (stroke, traumatic spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injury, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis).     

In Chapter 3, diaphragm EMG activity was the primary measurement of respiratory circuit activity. This 

measurement varies according to electrode location and inter-electrode distance. Baseline measurements 
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were made prior to hemisection and electrodes were not moved after the baseline measurements were 

made to control for this variable. EMG is a measure of motor neuron activity that results in muscle 

contraction and is recorded between the two electrodes. Therefore, this measurement only captures the 

activity of motor units innervating the muscle within the vicinity of the electrodes. It is possible that 

muscle activity in the ipsilateral diaphragm was under appreciated in the present experiments. Recording 

from the phrenic nerve would give a more accurate estimation of the total output generated to activate 

ipsilateral diaphragm activity. Nonetheless, robust activity was observed in CEES-induced diaphragm 

muscle after C2 hemisection. 

Local spinal inhibition was explored to determine its effects on CEES induced diaphragm activity. 

Microinjection in volumes of 250 nL and 500 nL were performed caudal to the C2 hemisection and 

rostral to the site of stimulation (C3). These volumes are large compared to injection volumes used in the 

brain and other published methods in the spinal cord. Recently, pacing of phrenic nerve activity evoked 

through dorsal epidural stimulation using high-frequency stimulation similarly was unaffected by local 

spinal inhibition after C2 hemisection, supporting the data here [103]. 

Future Directions 

It is the author’s belief that the next step in this endeavor is to investigate EES in the sub-acute phase 

(days to weeks) after spinal cord injury. Although activity is observed in the once-paralyzed diaphragm 

during and after CEES, this effect was not durable. It is possible that applying stimulation across several 

days or weeks could increase plasticity and long-term spontaneous muscle activity in the initially-

paralyzed diaphragm. Methodologically, more plasticity occurs in the respiratory circuit in the C2 

hemisection model that can be observed in the unanesthetized state compared to when anesthesia is a 

factor in the experimental set-up [170]. Future experiments should explore therapies that enhance 

plasticity in the awake, freely moving animal.  

The author used  CEES in awake animals beginning 3 days after C2 hemisection. There were several 

technical issues that affected outcomes, including stimulation delivery and its equipment and infection in 
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the animals. Technological advances in materials and engineering have allowed for broader use of small 

fabricated stimulation interfaces in research that can more closely mimic those used in the clinic. While 

expensive, these electrodes would provide better stimulation that can be replicated and better suited to 

explore subtle differences and electrode configurations best suited for respiratory neuromodulation. 

Additionally, the surgical technique to implant these electrodes would be simple, leading to more 

standardized surgeries.  

Although the author used sterile technique, the surgical approach to secure the hardware to deliver 

stimulation led to infection and adverse outcomes. The technique of inserting screws into the skull and 

using dental cement to adhere the hardware in a stable place that can then be attached to connections for 

delivering stimulation and recording is well-known and widely used in many variations in neuroscience 

research. However, the author suggests securing the hardware below the base of the skull and between the 

two shoulder blades of the animal in future studies. This position is difficult for the animal to reach, and 

therefore would be less susceptible to interference. Additionally, this placement negates drilling into the 

skull, which is a traumatic injury to the animal and would ideally prevent the types of infections the 

author experienced on and around the skull.  

Bench to Bedside 

Diaphragm atrophy is a significant negative consequence of positive pressure mechanical ventilation and 

begins within several hours following use of mechanical ventilation [141, 179, 180]. Even without 

phrenic nerve damage, the diaphragm ceases to contract with use of positive pressure mechanical 

ventilation [140, 181]. This atrophy plays a role in failure to wean from mechanical ventilation, as the 

ability of the diaphragm to generate a higher maximum force compared to respiratory load predicts 

weaning success [182, 183]. However, both intermittent spontaneous breathes and phrenic nerve 

stimulation have shown to mitigate atrophy [181, 184, 185]. The author hypothesizes that, EES-induced 

respiratory circuit and muscle activity at the acute and sub-acute time points after injury would be more 

efficacious than starting in the chronic period years after spinal cord injury. This is in contrast to 
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rehabilitation improvements observed years after injury when EES is applied in conjunction with 

locomotor or upper extremity training after traumatic spinal cord injury [105, 150, 186, 187].  

Continued experiments aimed at understanding the benefits and limitations of CEES as a clinical 

neuromodulation treatment for respiratory management or neurorehabilitation in cases of respiratory 

compromise is warranted. After rodents, larger mammals are required as a next step in the 

experimentation process to determine safety and feasibility. Although this therapy is FDA approved and 

has thus proven safe and feasible for chronic pain, larger mammals are likely still necessary to test safety 

of its implantation and use in the sub-acute time period after injury as this can be an unstable time for 

individuals with traumatic spinal cord injury with respiratory deficits. Another consideration in moving 

this therapy to clinical use is many clinical experiments aim to begin after at least one year out from the 

injury to allow for natural plasticity with rehabilitation that occurs within the first 12 months after injury 

[188-191]. Therefore, potential benefits of this treatment at the acute period (< 1 year) after injury, could 

be optimized and more safely executed with exploration in larger mammals. 

For over a decade, research has shown that improvements are possible in lower and upper extremity 

function years after the initial spinal cord injury. Therefore, the safety and efficacy of the therapy when 

used in the chronic periods after injury has, to some extent been established [149, 186, 192, 193]. In fact, 

stabilization of blood pressure has been shown in the chronic period after spinal cord injury when EES is 

applied at the lumbar levels [194]. CEES in conjunction with respiratory rehabilitation should also be 

studied at the chronic time after injury. It is possible that, a population of individuals with cervical spinal 

cord injury would benefit even a year or more out following traumatic spinal cord injury. Well-controlled 

experiments using a cross-over design showing the effects of CEES applied after injury to improve 

respiratory outcomes would be able to elucidate some of these questions. Factors likely influencing these 

outcomes include extent of injury, age at time of injury, diet and physical fitness before and after injury, 

and psychological factors like motivation. Finally, working with a team of experienced respiratory 

therapists, pulmonologists, and nurses who understand the complications that arise in individuals with 
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spinal cord injury and the management of respiratory behaviors will enhance outcomes and the impact of 

future research. 
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